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From Fudiao and Wenlin in
Nanyang Siang Pau, to
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space, in print, for the editors
Editorial Strategies &
to display their styles and
sensibilities. Engage with editors Modernism in Wenlin
and writers as they discuss their Panellists
Toh Lam Huat, Ng Wai Choy, Tong Noong Chin
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ideas & editorial strategies,
Date
7.11.2015
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2:30pm – 3:30pm
and recount their journey from
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The Arts House, The Japan Foundation Play Den
emerging writers to experienced
With lofty ideals and pursuits, editors and writers of Wenlin
editors, writers or academics.
(literary supplement of Nanyang Siang Pau) from the 1980s
sought to breathe new life into the literary field. Join editor
The historical context sheds
Toh Lam Huat and writers, Ng Wai Choy and Tong Noong
light on the trends brought forth Chin, as they share how they took the leap forward with
pioneering approaches to writing and editing.
by these literary pioneers, the
movements they led, and their
influence on the local Chinese
Editorial Strategies in
literary field, as well as the
Wenyicheng &
outlook for the future.
“A Group of Young People”
These sessions are conducted in Mandarin.
This event is curated by The Arts House and co-presented
with Lianhe Zaobao and Dr Liw Pei Kien.

Panellists

Moderator
Date
Time
Venue

Chia Joo Ming, Low Pooi Fong, Quah Sy Ren,
Chua Chim Kang
Liw Pei Kien
7.11.2015
5:30pm – 6:30pm
The Arts House, Kumon Blue Room

Spearheaded by editors Chia Joo Ming and Low Pooi Fong,
the series “A Group of Young People” featured young and
emerging writers, as well as provided a nurturing platform
that inspired works and explorations. Join the editors and
writers, Quah Sy Ren and Chua Chim Kang, as they share
their literary journey with “A Group of Young People”.
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Toh Lam Huat

A veteran journalist, Toh Lam Huat held various senior editorial
positions in key Chinese papers in Singapore. He was the
Supervising Editor of Lianhe Wanbao, Shin Min Daily News and
the Central Integrated Newsroom at Singapore Press Holdings,
before he retired in 2014. He is also an author, poet and art
critic. He has published several books spanning poetry, literature
and art criticism. He was the 2012 Nanyang Technological
University’s Nanyang Alumni Achievement Award recipient.

Ng Wai Choy

Ng Wai Choy is a Singaporean author who studied fine arts in
England during his early years. He began backpacking across
the globe and writing professionally in the early 1980s, and
has since produced 23 notable works. He is well known for his
Chinese-language travelogue series Backpacking Around The
World (《背包走天涯》), which inspired young people to embark
on free-and-easy tours in the 1980s. He then enrolled in the
Beijing Film Academy in 1997 to major in film directing and when
he returned to Singapore, he set up the Layang Merah Theatre
Group to focus on stage performances. He has been writing his
travel columns since 1979 and has not stopped for the past 35
years, with his Backpacking Around The World now in its sixth
series. Ng now lives overseas and focuses on drawing.

Tong Noong Chin

Tong Noong Chin, a prolific Singaporean writer who was born in
Fujian province in China, has won numerous national awards for
his poems since 1977. Previously a newspaperman, he was the
founding editor of the literary sections of Singapore’s major Chinese
newspapers Nanyang Siang Pau and Lianhe Wanbao. He also
edited the Singapore Association of Writers’ Mini-Fiction Quarterly
magazine and A Selection Of Mini-Fictions Of The Century.
During his literary career, Tong published collections of poems,
mini novels and mini essays. He now works as a fengshui expert
and has written nearly 30 books on astrology.
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Chia Joo Ming

Chia Joo Ming is currently the Senior Executive Sub-Editor of Lianhe
Zaobao. In 1993, he won the National Arts Council’s Young Artist
Award. In 1995, he was invited to the International Writing Program
in Iowa, USA. In 2014, he was a writer-in-residence at Nanyang
Technological University.

Low Pooi Fong

Low Pooi Fong, a Nanyang University graduate with an honours
degree in public administration, is an accomplished journalist in
Singapore who has worked as a reporter, editor and columnist
for major Chinese newspapers Nanyang Siang Pau and Lianhe
Zaobao. During her career, she won scholarships given out by
Japan’s and Asean’s press associations, and also bagged a
Golden Lion Award for her series of writings, Across The ThaiCambodian Border (《泰柬边境去来》). Low is best known for
literary works, such as Deep In My Heart (《我心深处》) and Low
Pooi Fong’s Collection of Essays.

Quah Sy Ren

Born and bred in Singapore, Quah Sy Ren is a proficient writer of
essays, scripts and commentaries about social and cultural issues.
He began writing in the late 1970s for supplement sections of
newspapers such as Nanyang Siang Pau, Sin Chew Jit Poh and
Lianhe Zaobao. Some of his published works include Tea Time In
Spring With Poetry (《以诗和春光佐茶》) , At The Edge of Thoughts
(《思维边界), If On An Island, A Wanderer (《如果岛国，一个离
人》), for which he co-authored with Ng How Wee, and Dreaming
And Gazing (《梦树观星》).

Quah is currently teaching in the Chinese department at the
Nanyang Technological University.

Chua Chim Kang

Chua Chim Kang, managing director of the Singapore Press
Holdings’ Chinese media group, was chosen as a young global
leader at the World Economic Forum in 2006. He has published
collections of essays and poems, and has won numerous
accolades, including a National Book Prize and a Golden Lion
Award, as well as a China Times literature award and a Lucian Wu
essay prize from Taiwan.

Liw Pei Kien

Liw Pei Kien, who has a PhD in philosophy from Nanyang
Technological University, worked as a Chinese curriculum specialist
in the curriculum planning and development division at the Ministry
of Education and a Chinese language lecturer at the National
Institute of Education. Currently a part-time lecturer at the Chinese
department of Nanyang Technological University and the National
Institute of Education, Liw spends her spare time writing and
producing notable works including Flowers Are Life (《人生是花》),
As Sincere As Myself (《真心如我》), Deciphering The Map Of
Happiness (《 解读幸福的地图》), A Collection of Liu Su’s Prose (《流
苏散文选》), Letter Of Desolation (《旷日情书》), Selected Writings
of Liu Su (《流苏卷》) and a book of novels called Love-Obsessed
(《鬼迷心窍》).
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Literary Supplements and
Modernist Writers in
Singapore Chinese Literature
Liw Pei Kien

The greatest differences between literary supplements in Chinese newspapers
and literary works published as books or in periodicals and magazines are
that the former combines different genres of works on one page, enables us
to see how editors, writers and readers interact within a single textual space,
presents a symbiotic view of literary works, keeps a finger on developments in
the literary field, presents the effects of literary debate and reflects the evolution
and progress of writers across different generations. In other words, the literary
supplement plays a pivotal role in the dissemination of literature.
“The literary supplement is the performance stage for literary writers, an
information clearinghouse for reports on literature and art, and a space for
reflections on human phenomena.” (Lu Han-hsiu, literary supplement editor of
the Taiwan Daily). Literary supplements in Chinese newspapers elsewhere can
also be seen as having this same vision and direction.
Therefore, some of the important things for editors to consider are how best
to promote the works of writers, how to present the text, how to boost the
volume of submissions and stimulate the interest of readers, the kind of literary
aestheticism or consciousness to shape and promote, as well as the style and
tone to adopt. Thus, everything from the overall direction down to minute
details such as the editor’s editorial philosophy and strategy, the selection
guidelines for submissions, the topics and columns featured, as well as page
design and layout will serve to define the character of the literary supplement
and its signature style.
A review of literary supplements in the Singapore Chinese newspapers of
the 1980s and 1990s, from Fudiao and Wenlin in Nanyang Siang Pau to
Wenyicheng in Lianhe Zaobao shows that they were both a public space for
modernist writers in Singapore Chinese literature to showcase their creative
consciousness and techniques, and a textual space for literary supplement
editors to express their literary styles.
At a literary conference in 1979, the young writer Zhou Wanghua (Chew Wee
Kai, 1952–) noted that “as a supplement, it should ideally shake up the literary
world, which is to say that it should be used to stimulate readers and writers in
order to enliven the literary scene.” 1
1

“The Singapore Literary Scene Through the Eyes of Young Writers” compiled by Toh Lam Huat, in
A Selection of Chinese Literary Writings of the Republic of Singapore, ed. Bo Yang (Taipei: China
Times Publishing Co.), 517-518.
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The literary supplement was thus seen as a stimulant for literary circles at that
time. Professor Wong Yoon Wah (1942–) too noted that “the literary world is
the literary supplement and the literary supplement is the literary world.” 2 Back
then, this was the literary community’s tacit consensus.
Lan Yumu (Pan Cheng Lui, 1955–), another young writer who attended the
same symposium also shared his views on the literary supplement,“The literary
supplement should create and define a certain style and be seen as setting
new trends, apart from the focus on literary production.” He further expounded
the characteristics of the “ideal literary supplement”: “The editor must keep
an open mind when selecting works for publication and be able to mesh
different styles together, seeing to the great flourishing of literature. The literary
supplement editor is not only responsible for editing but also facilitates as a
passageway to the world for the readers. An editor must maintain a good
relationship with writers and not simply keep a closed circle of contacts of
personal preferences.”
In 1981, Toh Lam Huat (1952–) adopted an “active editorial strategy” when
editing Wenlin in Nanyang Siang Pau. This strategy demonstrates the
importance of editors in the editorial process. “Actively seeking out new
sources of contributions and discovering young and emerging writers, instead
of passively waiting for submissions. Calling writers up and keeping in touch
with them, inviting them to pen articles and getting others to critique their work,
publishing the readers’ responses and feedback to the literary supplement,
all these will spur interactions and exchanges between readers, writers and
editors,” 3 he said.
Wenlin was launched on 1 January 1981 as the literary supplement of the
Nanyang Siang Pau. It was initially published once a week, and subsequently
increased to three times a week on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sundays. All
issues were full-page affairs with the page design customised to complement the
content or theme of a particular issue. Wenlin ceased publication on 15 March
1983 when Nanyang Siang Pau merged with Sin Chew Jit Poh in that year.
Besides encouraging writers to contribute, Wenlin also worked with Chinese
associations to hold various kinds of activities, such as literary conferences,
writers’ talks and sharing sessions, as well as nationwide writing competitions.
All these contributed to the development of local literature.
Wenlin also published the entire proceedings of a literary seminar as the first
instalment of a “Youth in Literature Series” special feature under the title “The
Beacon: Endeavours and Experiences of Three Youth Literary Groups”. This was
2

3

Wong Yoon Wah, “The Development of Chinese Literature From the Perspective of Post-War
Singapore-Malayan Chinese Newspaper Supplements” in On the Chinese Newspaper Supplements
in the World, ed. Ya-Hsien and Chen I-Chih (Taipei: Council for Cultural Affairs, 1997), 502.
Interview with Toh Lam Huat (Editor of Nanyang Siang Pau supplement Wenlin). See Liw Pei Kien’s
PhD dissertation on A Study of Modernism in Singapore Chinese literature, 1965–2000, 476-481.
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followed over the next few days by full page features dedicated to the works
of members in each of these three groups, for instance the “Youth in Literature
Series Part Two: The Flight of the Dancing Crane”, “Youth in Literature Series
Part Three: Pounding Waves” and “Youth in Literature Series Part Four: TwoWay Street”. This was an unprecedented effort by a local literary supplement to
boost the profile of youth literary groups.
Wenlin’s “active editorial strategy” was also adopted to produce various
features, such as a special series on “Interviews with Literary Luminaries”.
The editor personally travelled to places such as Hong Kong and Taiwan to
interview writers, scholars and well-known personalities such as Ch’en YingChen, Ya-Hsien, Kao Hsin-Chiang, Jin Yong (Louis Cha), King Hu, Yip Wai-Lim
and Wu Kuk Yan, all of whom possessed highly specialised knowledge and
offered unique perspectives on modern literature & art and social history.
Other than reproducing the ideas and views of the interview subject in
detail, each piece also faithfully recreated the interview setting and recorded
every nuanced expression of the subject. These articles were both rich in
intellectuality and lyricism. In terms of content and presentation, it was an
immensely creative and thoughtful series published in a literary supplement at
the time.
Ya-Hsien (1932–) and Kao Hsin-Chiang (1944–2009) were two Taiwanese
literary supplement editors who profoundly influenced Toh Lam Huat’s editorial
philosophy and direction. Wenlin had to a certain extent, adopted and
adapted the characteristics of the Renjian supplement of China Times as well as
the supplement of the United Daily News. Toh Lam Huat took a leaf out of their
books in terms of editorial style but imbued Wenlin with local cultural elements
in order to create a unique editorial framework and visual layout, making it a
literary supplement of the 1980s that balanced editorial content with design.
In the following year, Toh Lam Huat compiled the earlier series of interviews
as well as some dialogues of literary luminaries published in the other sections
of the paper into a book entitled The Wind in the Hills (Taipei: Vista Publishing
Company, 1982). The critic Ze Ming once commented that “Toh Lam Huat’s poetic
exuberance and playful imagination turned what were otherwise solemn interview
pieces into re-creations of the writers’ imaginal thinking. The visuals fade in and
out, and instead of being dull and static frames, they flow like a well-edited film,
making them aesthetically pleasing for the readers.” 4
In the first session on Editorial Strategies and Modernism in Wenlin, Toh Lam
Huat, the editor of Wenlin, with writers Ng Wai Choy and Tong Noong Chin
will engage in a dialogue to give the audience some insight on how the
“literary supplement” came to blaze new trails and experiment with various
editorial techniques in its time.

4

Stratosphere, Vol. 7, 16.
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In 1988, Chia Joo Ming (1959–), editor of the Wenyicheng supplement in
Lianhe Zaobao spearheaded the special series “A Group of Young People”
(December 1988 to January 1989), a textual space for young writers to explore
and develop their literary skills. This invigorated and spurred the development
of the Singapore Chinese literature field in the late 1980s when interest in
Chinese literary writing was experiencing a relative decline.
The editor declared in the supplement’s pages,“In a world where tradition
and modernity clash, in a time when we face challenges in the literary and
arts scene, and as the slight chill in the air signals the end of the year, 12
young people will take the stage with their passion and hopes for literature.
Like the construction workers in the picture, they will play a role in preserving
this longstanding literary tradition and pave the way for the future with their
modern sensibilities.” 5
In planning for such a creative series, everything from the concept to page
design, the drafting of topics and illustrations, peer review by fellow writers
on creative techniques, experiences and literary viewpoints and the overall
critique by experienced authors, were all outcomes of meticulous planning
by the editor. This in turn encouraged the young writers to continue writing.
Other than the exploration of different representation techniques and topics
on literature and life, this was of even greater significance to the development
of local and modernist elements in Singapore Chinese literature. A few of
the young writers have since emerged as stalwarts of the Singapore Chinese
modernist literary movement, such as Chua Chim Kang (1965–), Ng Kwang
Cheng (1967–), Quah Sy Ren (1964–), Mu Zi (Lee Hock Ming, 1963–), Wei
Tongque (Gabriel Wu, 1965–) and Yin Songwei (1965–). This could be seen as
an effort to sustain the dynamism of the Singapore Chinese literary movement,
and it underscored the value of the Wenyicheng literary supplement.
Low Pooi Fong (1947–), who subsequently took over the role of editor for
Wenyicheng, too produced different literary features and interviews in
succession, such as the “Sparks Series” editions 1–12 (September 1989 to
October 1990), in which the breadth and depth of their humanistic value
greatly exceeded that of regular literary reports in providing readers with not
just quality reading but also food for thought. The editor’s note reflects the
importance placed on Chinese literature and the arts,“To promote Chinese
literature and the arts in our country, besides publishing the works of local
writers, we will also organise seminars, open-ended and themed discussions,
or interviews from time to time to stimulate literary discourse. We hope to ignite
the sparks of wisdom through such exchanges, and also bring vibrancy to
Wenyicheng and touch hearts.” 6

5
6

Quoted from Wenyicheng, 4 December 1988.
Quoted from Wenyicheng, 3 September 1989.
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Thereafter, Wenyicheng also featured columns of short essays penned by
young writers, such as Yin Songwei’s Uncharted Island (March to October
1990), Chua Chim Kang’s Wenzi Heidian (July to December 1992), and these
could be seen as an extension of the creative space for individual members
from “A Group of Young People”. The publication of literary writings in the
column format was yet another experimental editorial strategy by Wenyicheng
which resonated with the readers.
In the second session Editorial Strategies in Wenyicheng and “A Group of
Young People”, Wenyicheng editors Chia Joo Ming and Low Pooi Fong will
engage in a dialogue with Quah Sy Ren and Chua Chim Kang, members of the
“A Group of Writers” initiative that they planned and executed, and this will
give the audience an idea of how Wenyicheng editors designed and created a
literary space for a new generation of writers and encouraged their passion for
writing, thus giving new writers an opportunity to broaden their explorations in
the field and their repertoire.
Several decades have passed and the modes of literary dissemination have
since changed. By reviewing these literary supplements and getting former
editors and writers of these platforms to share their editorial philosophies and
strategies as well as trace their evolution from young writers to experienced
editors, writers or academics, the panels on Literary Supplements and Modernist
Writers in Singapore Chinese Literature hope to give the audience a sense of
their exploratory spirit, modernist sensibilities, aesthetic tendencies and creative
techniques. It is also hoped that this will give the new generation of writers some
understanding of the literary trends that these people pioneered and their impact
on the Singapore Chinese literary field and its future development.

Translated by: Lu Caixia
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